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Requirements to arrangement of reports
Abstracts of reports must be submitted in the conference proceedings prior to the conference. Official languages of the conference are English, Ukrainian, and Russian.

SUBMISSION OF PROCEEDINGS
Papers for Springer should be submitted through EasyChair https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=mods2019
Proceedings (abstracts of reports) should be downloaded (file * doc MS Word) with Registration Form on mods.stu.cn.ua with notification to e-mail mods.ipmms@gmail.com (a copy to grebennik.alla@gmail.com) or on CD by regular mail to the address of the Organizing Committee.

Requirements to arrangement of proceedings: text, graphics and formulas (MS Equation 3.0); page parameters – paper size A5 with indents up and down 2 cm, left 2.5 cm, right 1.5 cm, Times New Roman font, size 10, line interval – 1.0. In the upper left corner indicate UDC. Title of the report (big “bold” letters) is in the center, on the next line are initials and surnames of authors, further there is a name of the institution (in italics), after a free line the text of the report begins. The abstract should not exceed four (4) pages size A5.

Example of an abstract
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MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF DYNAMICS OF POPULATION DEVELOPMENT

V.G. Malenko

Institute for Applied System Analysis, Ukraine

The problem of population dynamics is central to ecological studies. For a more adequate description of population dynamics one must take into consideration heterogeneity of individuals’ properties, particularly the age-old structure.

A simpler example of a structured model for age is a von Foerster’s linear model [1]. It looks like this:

$$\frac{\partial \tilde{\phi}}{\partial t} = \gamma \nabla \tilde{\phi} - \tilde{u} \cdot \nabla \tilde{\phi} - \gamma f \tilde{\phi}$$

(1)
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CONFERENCE FEES
Participants from Ukraine: 350 UAH (part-time participation) and 700 UAH (full-time participation).
Participants from other countries: 30 EUR (part-time participation) and 60 EUR (full-time participation).

Organizing fee for the conference includes organizational expenses, excursion and catering (for full-time participants), mailing of the conference proceedings (for part-time participants). Payment of the organizing fee can be made by requisites indicated below till June 07, 2019, or directly during the registration, in preliminary agreement with the organizing committee.

After payment authors are asked to send scanned copy of payment receipt to the following e-mail mods.ipmms@gmail.com with "MODS2019 Conference Fee payment" in attachment.

For participants from other countries there is a possibility to make a transfer by Western Union; PrivatMoney: SKITER IGOR (tel.: +38 067 278 06 42)